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proJect oVerVieW

the commonwealth parliamentary association uK (cpa uK), working in partnership with the united nations development 
programme (undp), and with the support of commonwealth parliamentary association headquarters (cpa hQ) and 
Westminster foundation for democracy (Wfd), delivered the international parliamentary conference (ipc) between 14-17 
march 2016. 

the ipc is part of the international parliamentary project (ipp) following the adoption of the Sustainable developments Goals 
(SdGs) by the international community. the ipp comprised of:

•	 african regional Workshop, in partnership with the national assembly of Kenya, nairobi, 10-13 november 2015
•	 caribbean regional Workshop, in partnership with the parliament of trinidad & tobago, port of Spain, 7-10 december 

2015 
•	 asian regional Workshop, in partnership with British high commission, new delhi, 18-21 January 2016 
•	 international parliamentary conference, houses of parliament, london, 14-17 march 2016
•	 the delivery of an international parliamentarians’ e-handbook on Sustainability, energy and development, implementing 

the SdGs – 2015-2030. 

the ipc was the final element of the ipp, bringing together the knowledge, expertise and feedback gained at the regional 
workshops. the primary output of the ipp was the international parliamentarians’ e-handbook on Sustainability, energy and 
development, implementing the SdGs – 2015-2030 was launched at the ipc welcome reception (see outcomes section for 
more information).

Delegates with Rt Hon. Justine Greening MP, Secretary 
of State for International Development, UK Parliament
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AIM

the aim of the ipc was to enable parliamentarians to legislate, scrutinise and advocate for sustainability, energy and 
development within their respective countries.

OBJECTIVES

1. advocate for the engagement of parliamentarians on the Sustainable development Goals, with specific focus on sustainable energy;
2. Broaden the knowledge and skills of parliamentarians on key sustainable development challenges; 
3. explore the mechanisms that parliamentarians may use to hold governments to account to ensure that international 

commitments to development are implemented at a local, national and regional level;
4. examine the relationship between governments, parliaments, civil society, the private sector and international donors 

responsible for the implementation of sustainability, energy and development.

OuTCOME

to collaborate with leading global organisations and experts in delivering a comprehensive, inclusive and informative 
programme, thus facilitating the development of an international parliamentary project on Sustainability, energy and 
development and leading to the establishment of an international community of best practice by april 2016.

OuTPuTS

increase knowledge and build capacity of parliamentarians and parliamentary institutions on sustainability, energy and 
development by delivering the following outputs:

•	 deliver an international parliamentarians’ e-handbook on Sustainability, energy and development – implementing the 
SdGs 2015-2030

•	 deliver the international parliamentary conference on Sustainability, energy & development

BENEFICIARIES

•	 members of parliament from the commonwealth and non-commonwealth countries
•	 Youth parliamentarians/activists
•	 international development organisations

KEY CONTRIBuTORS

•	 climate parliament
•	 commonwealth Youth  

and climate change network (cYcn)
•	 cpa headquarters (cpa hQ)
•	 department of energy & climate change, uK (decc)
•	 department for international development, uK (dfid)
•	 foreign & commonwealth office, uK (fco)
•	 GloBe international
•	 uK houses of parliament
•	 united nations development programme (undp)
•	 united nations environmental programme (unep)
•	 Westminster foundation for democracy (Wfd)
•	 World Bank Group (WBG)
•	 World future council

AiM, oBJectiVes & DeliVerABles
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each of the ipc’s sessions were themed, relating to the key challenges of sustainability, energy and development for 
parliamentarians. this section details the themes of the conference and how they contributed to the original aim and 
objectives. 

DAY ONE

INTRODuCTION

the day began with an introduction from ian liddell-Grainger 
mp, chair of the cpa uK executive committee, who noted that 
the opening day of the ipc coincided with commonwealth 
day. later that evening, the chair would lead an adjournment 
debate in the house of commons chamber, where rt hon. hugo 
Swire mp, the minister of State for foreign and commonwealth 
affairs, would note that “events such as (this) are vital if we 
are to meet (the mandate) of implementing the un Sustainable 
development Goals”. rt hon. Baroness d’Souza cmG pc, 
lord Speaker, formally opened the conference with a thought-
provoking address on the role of parliamentarians in scrutinising 
and implementing policies on sustainable development.

BEINg INSPIRED

the first session set the scene and put sustainability in its wider, global context, thus providing parliamentarians 
with a broader perspective of the challenges faced (Objective 2). two high profile members of the uK house of 
lords, rt hon. lord Bourne of aberystwyth, parliamentary under Secretary of State for climate change; and rt hon. 
lord mcconnell of Glenscorrodale, co-chair of the uK all party parliamentary Group on SdGs, gave an overview of the 
creation and critical nature of the SdGs, before delegates heard from dr david nabarro, the un’s Special adviser on the 
2030 agenda for Sustainable development, via video message. dr nabarro highlighted the importance of the conference 
and stressed the key role of parliamentarians, given their ability to enact legislation, formulate policies, provide oversight 
and approve budgets.

two inspiring speeches followed this introduction, empowering parliamentarians by making them consider more 
profoundly their role in implementing legislation in support of the Sustainable Development goals (Objective 
1). the first, from the author and campaigner tristram Stuart vividly brought to life the key issue of food sustainability, 
food waste and the link between food and energy consumption, dismissing claims that there should be a global increase 
in food production. he spoke passionately of the need for parliamentarians to have “fire in their guts”, representing 
the rights of their citizens. concluding the first session, Samir ibrahim, chief executive of Sunculture, emphasised 
the importance of parliamentarians as the bridge between technocrats, and the communities for whom they design 
sustainable solutions, drawing on his experience of providing solar energy for high-value products in Global South 
countries.

SETTINg ThE SCENE: ENERgY MATTERS 

the next session focused primarily on the issue of energy policies, 
particularly policies related to the development of renewables. 
chaired by mary creagh mp, the chair of the uK house of 
commons’ environmental audit committee, the session touched 
on a range of topics including the positive impact of access 
to cheap, sustainable energy on economic development 
(Objective 1). andrew Scott, from the overseas development 
institute pointed out that renewable energy – such as solar or 
tidal power – is often the least costly option, particularly for 
those communities in remote, off-grid areas.

conFerence oVerVieW

Samir Ibrahim gives a TEDx-style talk to the delegates

The panel outline the importance of democracy in SDG implementation
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he was followed by Stefan Schurig from World future council and nick dunlop from climate parliament, who both offered 
stark warnings of the need for action to tackle climate change and described cop21 as a way of protecting the global 
population against the impact of global warming. the final speaker in this session, dr adrian ely, from the Social, technological 
and environmental pathways to Sustainability (StepS) centre, raised the importance of knowledge and democracy in 
ensuring the implementation of sustainability, energy and development policies (Objectives 1 and 2).

REgIONAl WORKShOPS

the final session of the day offered an opportunity 
to reflect on the outcomes of the three regional 
workshops in africa, asia and the caribbean. 
Baroness Scott of needham market said that 
the Westminster model for democracy should 
be a “framework not a straitjacket”. hon. dr 
Bhoendradatt tewarie mp from trinidad & tobago 
emphasised the need for countries to tackle 
regional issues in order to comprehensively achieve 
the global goals. meanwhile dawn Butler mp 
from the uK noted the high pollution levels she 
encountered in india as a stark example of the 
current problems with emissions levels. finally 
hon. hanna Songowa mp from Sierra leone and 
hon. Kinoti Gatobu mp from Kenya reported 
back on the african conference in nairobi, with 
ms Songowa describing it as “exciting and 
motivating”.

the day ended with a reception in the presence of rt hon. desmond Swayne td Vr mp, minister of State for international 
development, uK parliament – introduced by ian liddell-Grainger mp, chair of the cpa uK executive committee – to launch 
cpa uK’s e-handbook on sustainability, energy and development. the reception was an opportunity for delegates to discuss 
the day’s proceedings. there was also an opportunity to hear about how parliamentarians can act against climate change 
from Graham Stuart mp, chair of GloBe international.

DAY TWO

FINANCINg SuSTAINABlE DEVElOPMENT

the session was chaired by rt hon. lord 
mcconnell of Glenscorrodale, co-chair of the 
uK all party parliamentary Group on SdGs. lord 
mcconnell drew delegates’ attention to the 
previous night’s launch of cpa uK’s e-handbook 
on sustainability, energy and development, 
depicting it as a critical tool for parliamentarians, 
before handing over to the day’s first speaker, 
Josue tanaka from the european Bank for 
reconstruction and development (eBrd). mr 
tanaka gave an overview of climate finance in 
practice, with the key discussion element being 
the importance of having a mix of financing 
both public sector and private sector projects 
(Objectives 4 and 2).

Delegates listen to Rt Hon. Desmond Swayne TD VR MP on the parliamentary estate

Speakers stress the importance of cross-sector cooperation on the SDGs
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dr Justin a. ram from the caribbean development Bank followed on from mr tanaka by highlighting the unique 
challenges faced by caribbean nations and territories. again, Dr Ram stressed the importance of proper partnerships 
between the public and private sector to secure real long-term investment (Objective 4). the session  was then 
followed by break-out discussions on the role of parliamentarians in ensuring economic stability, giving delegates the 
chance to discuss key issues in smaller groups through case studies and examples - such as the facilitation of a 
geothermal project on a fictional small island state (Objective 2).

ThE ROlE OF PARlIAMENTARIANS
the final session of the morning was a 
highly engaging discussion on the role 
of parliamentarians in legislating for 
sustainability (Objective 1). it was chaired by rt 
hon. lord deben, chair of the uK’s independent 
climate change committee, who noted the 
importance of working collaboratively across 
parties to build consensus. 

the following speaker, michal nachmany from 
the london School of economics (lSe) stressed 
the importance of equipping parliamentarians 
with sufficient technical and policy knowledge, 
whilst Julia Keutgen from the united nations 
development programme (undp) gave some 
examples of laws on renewable energy and 
sustainable development in countries such as 

india, Bangladesh and Jordan. robert ondhowe from the united nations environment programme (unep) then warned 
against pursuing a “business as usual” strategy, arguing that this could lead to a 60% rise in global energy demand 
by 2030. finally we had the parliamentarian’s view, with a contribution from Graham Stuart mp. mr Stuart argued that 
following the paris cop21 agreement there is a great opportunity for parliamentarians to make a difference. he spoke of 
the importance of engaging as many parliamentarians as possible, cautioning that many do not get involved 
in issues seen as technically challenging (Objective 1 and 2). a discussion session in break-out rooms allowed for 
delegates to consider these issues in more detail, focusing particularly on what makes good legislation on renewable 
energy or climate change. 

DATA & STATISTICS

the afternoon began with presentations on accessing 
information, data and statistics. Glenn everett 
from the office of national Statistics explained the 
difference between the political agreements on 
goals and targets, and the more technical but 
equally important issue of indicators (Objective 2).

he was followed by Stephanie Weckend from the 
international renewable energy agency (irena), who 
urged parliamentarians not to be afraid of asking 
questions of statisticians to find the story behind the 
figures. finally, delegates were given a uK perspective 
from dr aaron Goater from the parliamentary 
office of Science and technology, (poSt) who gave 
delegates an understanding of the work being done 
by parliamentary committees to investigate progress 
on the SdGs. further discussions in break-out rooms followed, focusing on the issues raised by the previous speakers in 
more detail. 

Michal Nachmany takes part in a break-out discussion

Hon. Kazi Keramat Ali MP from Bangladesh makes a statement
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DAY ThREE

ENERgY SECuRITY, ENERgY ACCESS AND TRANSPARENCY

the key theme of ensuring energy security, energy access and transparency was the subject of the first session of the third 
day of the conference. it was opened by hon. nicole olivierre mp, the minister for energy and energy industries of trinidad 
and tobago.

ms olivierre noted the unique nature of the commonwealth, bringing together as it does a diverse range of nations. She 
urged the assembled parliamentarians to never underestimate their role in influencing legislation (Objective 1).

the chair introduced prof. nathan hultman from the university of maryland School of public policy. Between 2014 
and 2016, prof hultman worked at the White house on president obama’s climate and energy policy team, and his 
presentation informed delegates of the unequal access to energy that exists around the world. he also drew a link 
between poor access to energy and poor health, with the sobering fact that around two million excess deaths a year are 
caused by the use of indoor wood-fired cooking appliances.

he was followed by dr Jim cust from the natural resource Governance institute who focused specifically on how 
resource-rich countries can achieve sustainable development. he noted that there are no Sustainable development Goals 
for resource management but that resource management is critical for the success of the SDgs (Objective 2).

there then followed a highly engaging question and answer breakout session where the diverse range of issues faced by 
commonwealth and non-commonwealth countries was highlighted. 

WESTMINSTER-STYlE COMMITTEE hEARINgS

the afternoon focused on Westminster-style 
committee hearings, giving delegates the chance 
to put the information they had acquired so 
far to practice familiarising themselves with 
a powerful tool for the scrutinisation of 
government policies (Objective 3).

the first group scrutinised issues around financing 
for sustainable development, putting questions to 
dr Justin a. ram from the caribbean development 
Bank and Ben Good from Global Village energy 
partnership. the second group focused on the 
same topic, with Josue tanaka from the european 
Bank for reconstruction and development and 
damian ryan from the climate Group being the 
expert witnesses. the third group focused on the 
use of data and indicators in monitoring the SdGs, 

featuring martin horwood from development initiatives, Jo howard from the institute of development Studies and Stephanie 
Weckend from the international renewable energy agency.

the groups were chaired by three parliamentarians – the uK’s lord purvis of tweed and rt hon. Sir alan haselhurst mp, and 
hon. Jonathan Young mp from new Zealand. all sessions featured highly engaging questions and answers with excellent 
participation from delegates, including extremely perceptive supplementary questions. the hearings were followed by a 
debrief where delegates discussed the themes raised and also the way in which the hearings were conducted, such as the 
importance of developing effective questions and the skills needed to chair a committee. they discussed how committees 
are structured, and compared the Westminster system with committee systems in their own country. delegates agreed that 
it was a highly rewarding session, especially for those from countries that do not have witness-based committee sessions.

One of the committee hearings on financing sustainable development
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DAY FOuR

WESTMINSTER-STYlE ChAMBER DEBATE

the final day of cpa uK’s international parliamentary 
conference saw delegates head to the houses 
of parliament to take part in a Westminster-
style chamber debate - another mechanism 
at the disposal of parliamentarians to raise 
awareness about important issues (Objective 1), 
and also to hold their governments to account 
(Objective 3).

the debate – held in the Grand committee room 
– was chaired by eleanor laing mp, first deputy 
chairman of Ways and means and deputy Speaker 
of the house of commons, on the motion “that this 
house agrees that cop21 has secured the global 
carbon emissions cap”. the motion, proposed by 
crossbench peer lord oxburgh KBe, reminded 
delegates of the rapid growth in co2 emissions over 
the past 150 years. he said he was broadly optimistic about the cop21 agreement but cautioned that it was merely the first 
step on a long and difficult road.

opposing the motion was hon. Sen Silvia Garza from mexico, who said the agreement was not ambitious enough, arguing 
that the planet was already on a state of “red alert”. this was followed by a lively and wide-ranging debate featuring over 
20 speakers. there were passionate contributions on both sides of the argument, with many delegates pointing to specific 
concerns in their own country, however when the vote was called, the motion was rejected by 25 votes to 12. the debate 
was followed by a debrief session, allowing delegates to discuss the structure of the debate, and how it compared to 
parliamentary debates in their own parliaments and legislatures.
 

PARTNERShIPS ACROSS SECTORS

the morning concluded with a session on the importance of partnerships, 
whether they be with the media, civil society, the private sector or other 
key players (Objective 4).

peter Knowles, controller of BBc parliament gave an insight into the role of the 
media, offering parliamentarians advice on how to get their message across. he 
stressed the importance of ensuring they understand their audience, and making 
sure they have an awareness of the wider news agenda, so that their debates and 
reports do not get swamped by other news stories. 

dr Joanna Setzer from the Grantham research institute at the london School 
of economics (lSe) urged parliamentarians to remember the key role played by 
sub-national and regional authorities, underlining the importance of adapting 
approaches to SdG implementation from one community to the next. neil 
thorns from climate coalition and cafod spoke of the importance of engaging 
with nGos and wider civil society, as well as emphasising the different, more 
inclusive and active engagement surrounding the SdGs as opposed to the mdGs. 
finally Sharon Brooks from the united nations environment programme-World 

conservation monitoring centre (unep-Wcmc) spoke about how to connect with the private sector and the challenges and 
limitations of dealing with data, focusing on the role of partnerships in providing sources when the public might be hesitant 
to share information. 
 

Hon. Senator Silvia Garza from Mexico debates the COP21 agreement

Hon. Md. Faruk Khan MP from Bangladesh 
puts forward his view
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ClOSINg

after lunch and a group photo with rt hon. Justine Greening mp, Secretary of State for international development, delegates 
held a “world café” session with civil society, NgOs and private sector representatives. the discussions, based 
in small groups, gave delegates the opportunity to brainstorm ideas on how to encourage and create mutual 
cooperation to implement and monitor the SDgs at a national level (Objective 4). during the following feedback 
session, each delegate filled out a pledge card that outlined their commitment to tackling climate change. these  pledges 
would be reviewed every month for 6 months by cpa uK to ensure that they had been fulfilled. the day ended with an 
inspiring speech from Jennie King from the commonwealth Youth climate change network (cYcn) on the role of youth 
in promoting sustainable development. the conference came to a formal close with a speech from lord purvis of tweed, a 
member of cpa uK’s executive committee, who re-emphasised the importance of parliamentarians and youth parliament 
members in implementing the SdGs and thanked the delegates for their attendance whilst wishing them luck in fulfiling 
their commitments to tackling climate change in their home nations. 

Empowered lives. 
Resilient nations. 

Supported by

 

internAtionAl pArliAMentAry 
conFerence on 

sUstAinABility, energy & 
DeVelopMent

14-17 MARCh 2016

yoUr pleDge
On Thursday 17 March 2016, you pledged to undertake 

the following:

to erADicAte gloBAl poVerty 
AnD ensUre thAt noBoDy is 
leFt BehinD.

An example of a pledge undertaken during the International Parliamentary Conference
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oUtcoMes

the following section outlines the outcomes of the international parliamentary conference - contextualised within the 
conference’s aim and objectives - immediately after its conclusion. in addition to these outcomes, there will be a six 
month follow-up to further monitor the effectiveness of the ipc and delegates’ progress in legislating for the Sustainable 
development Goals. 

1. Advocate for the engagement of parliamentarians on the Sustainable Development goals, with specific focus 
on sustainable energy (Objective 1). 

Delegates

in attending the ipc, parliamentarians contributed to the creation of a platform whereby they shared ideas with 
one another, discussed best-practice standards on SDg implementation and created a network of legislative 
champions for sustainability, energy and development. in total, 48 parliamentarians from 22 commonwealth and 
seven non-commonwealth countries attended the conference1, with more than 35 speakers and 25 observers from the 
public, private and non-profit sectors also contributing their expertise.2 this facilitated a truly inclusive programme and a 
collective drive for positive action on climate change.

Stakeholder Engagement

the high-level ministerial and presiding officer involvement from the uK parliament 
aided greatly in raising the profile of the conference and served to highlight the critical 
nature of the SdGs. throughout the week delegates were able to engage with:

•	 rt hon. Baroness d’Souza cmG pc, lord Speaker, uK house of lords
•	 rt hon. lord Bourne of aberystwyth, parliamentary under-Secretary, 

department of energy and climate change
•	 rt hon. desmond Swayne td Vr mp, minister of State for international 

development
•	 eleanor laing mp, first deputy chairman of Ways and means and deputy 

Speaker, uK house of commons
•	 rt hon. Justine Greening mp, Secretary of State for international development

Thematic Discussion

delegates participated in sessions which provided a compendious summary of SdG-
related topics, allowing for a wide-ranging and comprehensive programme.3

Communications

the conference received much attention on social media, with approximately 206 tweets and “likes” of tweets throughout 
the week and a prevalant usage of the #SdGparliament hashtag, which continued after the ipc’s conclusion. there was also 
regional media coverage in new Zealand from online media outlet Scoop.4

Parliamentary Pledges

as part of their commitment to advocating for SdG implementation, delegates made individual pledges on sustainability, 
energy and development. every month, for 6 months, cpa uK will send a reminder which will prompt participating 
parliamentarians to provide an update on the state of their pledge and steps taken to fulfil it. 

Funding

the total cost of the ipc came to £108,242, with £22,409 of the total paid for by undp, cpa hQ and Westminster foundation 
for democracy.

1 for the full list of delegates for the international parliamentary conference, see appendix 2
2 for the full list of speakers and observers for the international parliamentary conference, see appendices 3 and 4 respectively
3 for a full outline of the programme for the international parliamentary conference, see appendix 1
4 http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/pa1603/S00231/nz-parliament-engages-on-sustainable-development.htm

Rt Hon. Baroness D’Souza CMG PC, 
Lord Speaker at the IPC
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2. Broaden the knowledge and skills of parliamentarians on key sustainable development challenges (Objective 
2).

as part of the ipc’s monitoring and evaluation process, delegates were asked to complete pre- and post-assessment forms 
to measure how effective the conference had been in raising parliamentarians’ level of understanding on SDg-related 
topics and key sustainable development challenges. 

the scoring methodology of the assessment forms is based on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 signifying little understanding and 
5 signifying expert knowledge. the graph above shows the average understanding of delegates before the conference 
and their average learning over the course of the conference; there is a definite shift from rankings at 2 or 3 in the pre-
assessment, increasing to 4 or 5 in the post-assessment.

further conclusions drawn from the assessment are that:
 
•	 understanding of the SdGs went from having 24 delegates scoring 3 and under to 27 scoring 4 and above;
•	 there still remains a larger range of perceived knowledge over data and Statistics on development. in the pre-assessment, 

24 delegates scored between 3 and 2 while in the post-assessment 26 delegates scored between 4 and 3;
•	 topics related to energy-specific knowledge greatly improved. 20% of delegates ranked their understanding of energy 

efficiency at 4 in the pre-assessment. this increased to 59% in the post-assessment. the ranking of energy access at 4 
also went from 13% to 56%;

•	 there were still several delegates who ranked their understanding as 2 for both financing for Sustainable development 
and data and statistics for development;

•	 the role of parliamentarians, particularly with regards to legislating, changed dramatically. 53% ranked themselves at 3 
and under in the pre-assessment. in the post assessment, 97% ranked themselves at 4 and above. 

In summary, delegates felt that their level of understanding on key sustainable developement and energy 
challenges increased as a result of attending the conference. 
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3. Delegates participated in exercises that familiarised them with the mechanisms available to them to hold their 
governments to account, and to ensure that international commitments to development are implemented at 
local, national and regional levels (Objective 3).

throughout the conference week, delegates developed their knowledge of parliamentary mechanisms - in the context of 
scrutinising SdG implementation - through the following exercises: 

Plenary Sessions

in attending the ipc’s plenary sessions, parliamentarians were exposed to a wide range of cross-sector experts whose 
knowledge will prove to be crucial in shaping and moving legislation to tackle climate change. in addition to needing to 
understand complex issues quickly, delegates  had to consider how this information would be relevant to their own countries  
- something that became evident during the programme’s chamber debate. 

Break-out Discussions

By splitting into smaller groups, delegates were able to examine challenges related to sustainability, energy and development 
more closely and in a collaborative environment. additionally, the presence of speakers from the previous sessions during 
these discussions provided an opportunity for parliamentarians to both gain a deeper understanding on a given topic and 
also to familiarise themselves with asking questions in the context of the SdGs.

Westminster-Style Committee Hearings

parliamentary committees are one of the best mechanisms 
of parliamentary scrutiny and oversight. Within Westminster-
style legislatures, select/departmental committees are 
an essential tool for parliament to scrutinise the work of 
government departments and agencies - and therefore 
an important tool for parlimentarians looking to make 
their governments accountable for their commitments 
to combating climate change and adopting SdG-related 
legislation. an effective oral hearing has the potential to 
bring insightful information, allowing committee members 
to question policies and offer effective recommendations 
to the government. this exercise allowed conference 
participants to explore all of these aspects and aided them in 
developing practical skills for committee work. 

Westminster-Style Chamber Debate

the aim of a parliamentary chamber debate is to offer an 
opportunity for parliamentarians to debate with each other 
on a topic of regional, national or international importance. 
in organising a chamber debate for delegates of the ipc, this 
was a chance for participants to experience the procedure 
of a Westminster-style parliamentary debate in action, 
practice their public speaking skills and acquaint themselves 
with another way of raising awareness for the SdGs whilst 
holding their governments to account. in addition to being 
held in the uK parliament’s Grand committee room - which 
regularly holds parliamentary debates on special issues - the 
chamber debate was facilitated by eleanor laing mp, first  
deputy chairman of Ways and means and deputy Speaker 
to the uK house of commons. 

One of the committee hearings at Church House Conference Centre

Westminster’s Grand Commitee Room, used for Westminster Hall Debates
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4. The IPC facilitated parliamentary and governmental engagement with stakeholders from civil society, the 
private sector, voluntary organisations and youth groups to foster an all-inclusive, holistic approach to the 
implementation of sustainability, energy and development policy (Objective 4). 

in addition to featuring cross-sector speakers and observers throughout the duration of the conference, the ipc dedicated 
an entire afternoon to parliamentary engagement across the different spheres of influence in modern-day society. 

Given that the debate around the Sustainable development Goals called for a global, multi-stakeholder partnership, Session 
12 included speakers from the media, corporate and non-profit sectors. presentations and discussions focused on encouraging 
mutual cooperation with parliamentarians, the impact that active partnerships could have on better informed and more 
representative decision making and also the role of the media in advocating for sustainable energy and development. a 
networking lunch allowed for delegates to engage informally with the speakers, whilst the following World café session 
brought participants together to brainstorm ideas on how to encourage and create mutual cooperation to implement and 
monitor the SdGs on a national level.

   

as part of the youth engagement strategy for the whole of the international parliamentary project, the ipc employed 
postgraduate students from ucl’s development administration and planning course to act as summary writers for the 
conference programme. representatives from youth and youth engagement organisations attended as observers throughout 
the week, with Jennie King from the British council summarising the inherent importance of involving the youth in policy-
making on the last day of the programme. 

additionally, following Graham Stuart mp’s engagement with the ipc, a number of delegates joined GloBe international; 
a network of parliamentarians developing legislative responses to the challenges posed by sustainable development. more 
information about GloBe international can be found at www.globelegislators.org/

Syafiqah Abdul Rahim from the Malaysian Youth Council The IPC’s World Café session

Emily Hickson from Climate Action Network-International Jennie King from the British Council
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5. On Monday 14 March 2016 the e-handbook for parliamentarians on sustainability, energy and development 
was launched.

as representatives, legislators and scrutineers, parliamentarians have a responsibility to actively engage in the development 
agenda, to shape its success and in so doing make concrete improvements to the lives of their people and the global 
community.

however, parliamentarians have enormous time pressures, vast amounts of information to digest, and all too frequently 
insufficient resources to assist them in their work. parliamentarians need a basic understanding for why taking parliamentary 
action is necessary, including assessing sustainable energy proposals or preparing climate budgets. parliamentarians can 
benefit from understanding what the key factors are and what the likely impacts are upon his or her region or country. Being 
comfortable with the subject will also help build support among fellow parliamentarians, or when talking to constituents 
who may be sceptical about the need for action.

cpa uK - in partnership with international parliamentarians and experts designed and launched an e-handbook for 
parliamentarians on sustainability, energy and development.

hosted on cpa uK’s website, it is an interactive multimedia resource for parliamentarians across the globe to utilise as a 
source of practical advice, information and knowledge. it provides background information on the sustainable development 
and energy goals (SdGs). it is designed to assist parliamentarians to draft and amend legislation and improve their scrutiny 
and oversight roles via committees, parliamentary questions and debates. it is also designed to support parliamentarians 
as advocates and representatives, and to empower them to contribute effectively to the successful implementation and 
monitoring of the energy and sustainable development agenda in 2016 and beyond.

to access the e-handbook, visit www.uk-cpa.org/
ehandbooks/ehandbook-on-sustainability-
energy-and-development/

FUrther oUtcoMes
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6. In line with CPA uK’s commitment to environmental sustainability, the IPC will be offset via Natural Capital 
Partners, a contracted carbon-offsetting organisation.

in calculating the cost of the ipc’s carbon emissions, cpa uK took into consideration the following 
variables: 

•	 Number	of	attendees	per	day;
•	 Duration	of	the	event	in	days;
•	 Venue:	its	size	and	location;
•	 Method	of	attendee	transportation;
•	 Number	of	attendees	staying	in	hotels;
•	 Estimated	waste	produced	and	a	rough	percentage	of	how	much	was	recycled.

the final cost of offsetting the above will be distributed between the following projects, based specifically in commonwealth 
countries: 

Improved Ghanaian Cookstoves Project

this project manufactures and distributes improved cookstoves to some of Ghana’s most populated regions, using carbon 
finance to make the stoves affordable for households. improved cookstoves use simple design enhancements to burn 
biomass fuel more cleanly and efficiently, therefore reducing greenhouse gas emissions, alleviating pressure on forests and 
energy resources, reducing harmful smoke and indoor air pollution, and saving families money and time acquiring fuel.

India Wind Portfolio

energy generation is one of the biggest emitters of greenhouse gases (GhG) and renewable energy investment is a fast and 
effective solution to compensating for these emissions. renewable energy has lower negative environmental impact and is 
cleaner than traditional fossil fuels. a special report in 2012 from the intergovernmental panel on climate change (ipcc) 
on “renewable energy Sources and climate change mitigation” identified that “the total global technical potential for 
renewable energy is substantially higher than global energy demand”. the renewable energy projects in this portfolio are 
located across india and are vital to helping reduce the GhG emissions from the increasing global energy demand and use of 
fossil fuels. carbon finance is delivered by companies who offset their emissions and provide the essential funds to support 
wind farms across india.

Sub-Saharan Africa Improved Water Infrastructure Portfolio

programmes in uganda have increased access to improved water sources for rural areas , but many existing boreholes (owned 
by community groups or community based organisations) have fallen into disrepair because maintenance programmes have 
been poorly managed. the project works with community groups to identify badly maintained boreholes and restore them 
so that they deliver clean, safe water and breakdowns are fixed quickly.
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AppenDiX

MonDAy 14 MArch 2016 (coMMonWeAlth DAy) - DAy 1

registrAtion & setting the scene
1230-1330 Registration & Welcome lunch

church house 
conference centre

1330-1345 Official Welcome & Opening Session
 
Introduction to the International Parliamentary Project (IPP)
Regional Workshops; e-handbook, International Parliamentary Conference and 
beyond

Rt hon. Baroness D’Souza CMg, lord Speaker, house of lords, uK
Ian liddell-grainger MP, chair, cpa uK executive committee

1345-1400 Introductions and Practicalities 

Ian liddell-grainger MP, chair, cpa uK executive committee
Andrew Tuggey Dl, chief executive & Secretary, cpa uK

1400-1500 Being Inspired
 
this session sets out the context of the conference within the energy and sustainability agenda 
and outlines the objectives of the event. it will also be an opportunity to be inspired by two 
experts on sustainability and renewable energy.

Ian liddell-grainger MP, chair, cpa uK executive committee
Rt hon. lord Bourne of Aberystwyth, parliamentary under Secretary of State for 
climate change
Rt hon. lord McConnell of glenscorrodale, co-chair of the all party parliamentary 
Group on SdGs, uK parliament 
Dr David Nabarro, Special adviser on the 2030 agenda for Sustainable development, 
united nations (recorded Video message) 
Tristram Stuart, english author and campaigner 
Samir Ibrahim, chief executive officer, Sunculture 

(Objectives 1 & 2)

1500-1515 Coffee / Tea Break

1515-1630 SESSION 1: Setting the Scene
 
the purpose of this session is to put the Sustainable development Goals (SdGs) into the 
global context of sustainability, energy and development. Speakers will focus on the ‘energy 
nexus’ and the importance of energy consumption and energy access for poverty reduction 
and growth. they will discuss what 2015 meant for the global transition from fossil fuels 
to renewable energy and how the intended nationally determined contributions (indcs) 
submitted at the 21st conference of the parties (cop21) will determine whether the world 
is put on a path towards climate change. panellists will emphasise the importance of open, 
inclusive and democratic policy processes for achieving sustainable development.

Chair: Mary Creagh MP, chair of the environmental audit committee, uK parliament

Panellists (In order of appearance)
     

Andrew Scott, research fellow, climate and environment, overseas development institute 
(odi) 
Stefan Schurig, member of the executive Board and director climate energy, World 
future council (Wfc)
Nicholas Dunlop, Secretary General, climate parliament
Dr Adrian Ely, Senior lecturer, Science policy research unit & deputy director and head 
of impact and engagement at the Social, technological and environmental pathways to 
Sustainability (StepS) centre, Sussex university, uK

(Objectives 1 & 2)

AppenDiX 1 - conFerence progrAMMe
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1630-1730 Session 2: Output of the International Parliamentary Project Regional 
Workshops & Case studies
 
in advance of the ipc, cpa uK organised three regional Workshops in africa, the caribbean and 
asia-pacific. the purpose of this session is for Workshop participants to share the outcomes, and 
their learning and experience, as well as the sustainability and energy context of their region. 
participants will explain how they will use the knowledge acquired during the Workshops to 
push their respective national and international energy and sustainability agendas.

Chair: hon. Winston Connolly MlA, cayman islands legislative assembly

Panellists (In order of appearance)

Baroness Scott of Needham Market, uK parliament and hon. Dr Bhoendradatt 
Tewarie MP, parliament of trinidad and tobago - caribbean regional Workshop
Dawn Butler MP, house of commons (uK) - asia-pacific regional Workshop
hon. hanna Songowa MP, parliament of Sierra leone and hon. Kinoti gatobu MP, 
parliament of Kenya - africa regional Workshop

church house 
conference centre

1730-1800 delegates escorted to the evening reception at the houses of parliament

1800-2000 Welcome Reception and the launch of the International Parliamentarians 
e-handbook on Sustainability and Development

By Invitation Only

(Objective 5)

cpa & ipu 
rooms, houses of 
parliament

2000 Close of Day 1
a coach will take delegates back to the doubletree hilton hotel
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tUesDAy 15 MArch 2016 - DAy 2

iMpleMentAtion
0900-1000 SESSION 3: Financing Sustainable Development

“Greening investment at scale is a precondition for achieving sustainable growth. The 
investment required for the water, agriculture, telecoms, power, transport, buildings, and 

industrial and forestry sectors, according to current growth projections, stands at about US$5 
trillion per year to 2020.”1

this session will focus on financing for sustainability and in particular renewable energy. What 
are the investment opportunities currently available and how can parliamentarians create 
a more attractive environment for investment in renewable energy? panellists will focus on 
the challenges of ensuring that financial flows to developing countries achieve the projected 
outcomes cost effectively.

Chair: Rt hon. lord McConnell of glenscorrodale, co-chair of the all party parliamentary 
Group on SdGs, uK parliament

Panellists (In order of appearance)
         

Josue Tanaka, managing director, operational Strategy and planning, energy efficiency 
and climate change, european Bank for reconstruction and development (eBrd)
Dr Justin A. Ram, director, economics, caribbean development Bank (cdB)

 
(Objectives 2 & 4)

 
 
 
 
 

church house 
conference centre

1000-1045 Breakout - Role of Parliamentarians and Budgeting: Ensuring Economic 
Stability, Financial Incentives and Constituency Development Funds 

these breakout sessions will look at the mechanisms that parliamentarians have to ensure 
finances are sourced to invest in sustainable energy and development.

in split groups, participants will undertake an exercise in determining parliamentary 
mechanisms for creating an ‘enabling economic environment’.  
 
(Objectives 2 & 3)

1045-1100 Coffee / Tea Break

1100-1215 Session 4: Implementing and legislating Policies on Renewable Energies and 
Climate Change

this session will explore the potential of renewable energy and the impact of climate change. it 
will look at the role of parliamentarians in transforming the energy sector. panellists will provide 
a general overview of the status of renewable energy in the caribbean, europe, africa, america 
and asia-pacific, paying special attention to ensuring good decision-making when it comes to 
implementing mitigation and adaptation policies. panellists will have the opportunity to explore 
the particular experiences of policy makers, private sector and civil society stakeholders in 
introducing such policies.

Chair: Rt hon. lord Deben, uK parliament and chairman of the uK’s committee on climate 
change

Panellists (In order of appearance)
         

Michal Nachmany, lead author of the Global climate legislation Study, Grantham 
research institute on climate change and the environment, london School of economics 
and political Science (lSe), london, uK
Robert Ondhowe, programme manager, energy and climate change, united nations 
environment programme (unep)
Julia Keutgen, parliamentary development Specialist, united nations development 
programme (undp)
graham Stuart MP, chair, Globe international and uK parliament

 
(Objectives 1 & 2)

1The Greening Investment RPT - The Ways and Means to Unlock Private Finance for Green Growth, World economic forum 2013
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1215-1300 Breakout - Role of Parliamentarians in legislating for Sustainability

legislating is the core process for parliamentarians to implement change. these breakout 
sessions will look at mechanisms and techniques available to legislate for sustainability. 
how to draft good laws and the role of parliamentarians in the legislative process. how can 
parliamentarians ensure that legislation is SdG compliant, and how can legislation allow for 
diversification of energy sector? What support is available from external organisations?

(Objectives 2 & 3)

church house 
conference centre

1300-1400 Lunch

1330-1400 During the lunch break: : Book launch ‘Sustainable development: thinking about it, making it 
happen’ by Dr Bhoendradatt Tewarie MP, parliament of trinidad & tobago

1400-1515 SESSION 5: Access to Statistics, Data and Information 

this session will provide background information on the targets and expected indicators related 
to energy and sustainability. panellists will discuss the global development process and how 
data can be collected, especially for countries lacking sufficient capacity. panellists will share 
several case studies and provide useful information on existing parliamentary services to access 
information.

Chair: Baroness Scott of Needham Market, uK parliament

Panellists (In order of appearance)
         

glenn Everett, programme director, measuring national Well-being, uK office for 
national Statistics (onS), uK
Stephanie Weckend, programme officer Knowledge, international renewable energy 
agency (irena), uae
Dr Aaron goater, energy adviser, parliamentary office of Science and technology (poSt), uK

(Objective 2)

1515-1615 Breakout - Methodology to Access Tools and Information

(Objectives 2 & 3)

1615-1630 Coffee / Tea Break

1630-1700 SESSION 6: Briefing on the Chamber Debate and Committee hearing

this session will provide information and materials about the chamber debate and the 
Westminster-Style committee hearing activities.

1700 End of Day 2
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WeDnesDAy 16 MArch 2016 (UK BUDget DAy) - DAy 3

scrUtiny & oVersight
0930-1100 SESSION 7: Energy Security, Energy Access and Transparency

access to energy is an essential responsibility for all governments. Yet supply can be impacted 
by geopolitics, industrial action, fuel costs, archaic technology, geographical remoteness and 
many other factors. What steps are needed to ensure energy can be provided for all?  
 
Chair: hon. Nicole Olivierre MP, minister for energy and energy industries, trinidad & 
tobago

Panellists (In order of appearance)
         

Prof. Nathan hultman, director of environmental and energy policy programme, 
university of maryland School of public policy
Dr Jim Cust, director of research and data, natural resource Governance institute (nrGi)

(Objectives 1 & 2)

church house 
conference centre

1100-1130 Coffee / Tea Break 

1130-1300 Breakout Sessions: this session will examine the role of parliamentarians in ensuring 
energy security, energy access and transparency via in depth discussions and exercises.

(Objectives  2 & 3)

1300-1400 Lunch

1400-1515 SESSION 8: Westminster-Style Committee hearings

the purpose of this highly interactive exercise is to explore scrutiny techniques using a real-
life case study on energy and sustainable development. delegates will act as members of 
a parliamentary committee on energy and climate resilience, conducting an oral evidence 
session on its current enquiry. they will question witnesses (agency/nGos/private sector) on 
their work on sustainability, energy and development, to scrutinise government plans for the 
implementation of global commitments to the SdGs.

(Objective 3)

1515-1530 Coffee / Tea Break

1530-1630 SESSION 9: Westminster-Style Committee hearing Feedback Session

this session follows on from the Westminster-style committee hearing exercise. participants 
will have the opportunity to share feedback and insights on the previous activity and discuss 
ways to improve the effectiveness of parliamentary committees.

End of Day 3
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thUrsDAy 17 MArch 2016 - DAy 4

representAtion, eDUcAtion & ADVocAcy
0900-1030 SESSION 10: Chamber Debate (Including Briefing)

the question is put “that this assembly agrees that cop21 has secured the global carbon 
emissions cap”. 

in the chair - Eleanor laing MP, first deputy chairman of Ways and means and deputy 
Speaker of the house of commons, uK parliament

clerking the debate is Joanna Dodd, Secretary to the chairman of Ways and means, house 
of commons, uK parliament

(Objectives 1 & 3)

Grand committee 
room, houses of 
parliament

1030-1115 SESSION 11: Chamber Debate Debriefing

1115-1145 Coffee / Tea Break

1145-1300 SESSION 12: The Importance of Partnering Across Sectors: Parliament, Multi-
governments, Corporate, Civil Society, NgOs, Media

civil society across the world has never been so vocal; still their messages often fail to reach 
the decision-makers. as the current debate around the Sustainable development Goals call 
for a global multi-stakeholder partnership and a data revolution, the session will explore the 
relationship between parliamentarians, non-governmental and civil society organisations 
– how can mutual cooperation be encouraged? how can more active partnership lead to 
better informed and more representative decision making? the session will also look at how 
parliamentarians can use media to advocate for sustainable energy and development. 
 
Chair: Susie latta, head of conferences & projects, cpa uK

Panellists (In order of appearance)
         

Peter Knowles, controller, BBc parliament
Dr Joana Setzer, external affairs coordinator, network of regional Governments for 
Sustainable development (nrg4Sd)
hon. Neil Thorns, director of advocacy at cafod and chair of the climate coalition
Sharon Brooks, programme officer, Business Biodiversity and ecosystem Services, unep-
World conservation monitoring centre

(Objectives 1 & 4)

1300-1400 Networking lunch

cpa & ipu 
rooms, houses of 
parliament

1400-1430 Official Conference Photo with the Rt Hon. Justine Greening MP, Secretary of State for 
International Development, UK 
(Optional visit to the Parliamentary Gift Shop)

1430-1600 SESSION 13: World Café Session with Delegates, Civil Society, NgOs, Private 
Sector

the purpose of this session is to give the opportunity for parliamentarians, nGos, civil society, 
academics and private sector to brainstorm ideas on how to encourage and create mutual 
cooperation to implement and monitor the SdGs at national level.

(Objectives 1 & 4)

1600-1630 Closing Session of the International Parliamentary Conference
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AppenDiX 2 - DelegAte list

ANTIguA & BARBuDA - Sen. adrian lee 
ANTIguA & BARBuDA - Sen. osbert frederick 
ARgENTINA - Sen. carmen lucila crexell 
BANglADESh - hon. md. faruk Khan mp
BANglADESh - hon. Kazi Keramat ali mp
BElIzE - hon. frank mena mp
BRITISh VIRgIN ISlANDS - hon. marlon a.penn mha
CAMEROON - hon. njume peter ambang mp
CAMEROON - hon. njong evaristus ndim mp
CANADA - hon. deb Schulte mp
CAYMAN ISlANDS - hon. Winston connolly mla
CAYMAN ISlANDS - hon. Bernie Bush mla
ghANA - hon. cletus avoka mp
ghANA - hon. William owuraku aidoo mp
guYANA - hon. Sydney allicock mp
guYANA - hon. Yvonne pearson mp
JORDAN - hon. abdallah Khawaldeh mp
KENYA - hon. (prof.) hellen Sambili mp
KENYA - hon. Kinoti Gatobu mp
lEBANON -  hon. ali Bazzi mp
lEBANON -  hon. mohamad hajjar mp
lEBANON -  hon. Joseph maalouf mp
MAlAYSIA - hon. dr. datuk makin marcus mojigoh mp
MAlAYSIA - hon. dr. haji noor azmi Bin Ghazali mp
MExICO - Sen. luis Sánchez Jiménez 
MExICO - Sen. Silvia Garza 
MONTENEgRO - hon. aleksandar damjanovic mp
MOROCCO - hon. moh rejdali mp
NEVIS ISlAND - hon. alexis Jeffers mp
NEW zEAlAND - hon. Jonathan Young mp
NIgERIA - Sen. monsurat J.a. Sunmonu mp
NIgERIA - hon. olayonu olariwoye tope mp
NIgERIA - hon. abubakar Sarki dahiru mp
NIgERIA - Sen.  Jeremiah t.  useni 
PAKISTAN - Sen. liaqat Khan tarakai 
SIERRA lEONE - hon. hannah Bundu Songowa mp
SOlOMON ISlANDS - hon. dr. culwick togamana mp
SOlOMON ISlANDS - hon. Samuel manetoali mp
SOMAlIA - hon. Jeylani ikar fpS
SOMAlIA - hon. abdikarim haji abdibuh fpS
SRI lANKA - hon. Vidura Wickramanayake mp
SRI lANKA - hon. ashu marasinghe mp
ST KITTS & NEVIS - hon. michael perkins mp
TRINIDAD & TOBAgO - hon. nicole olivierre mp
TRINIDAD & TOBAgO - dr. Bhoendradatt tewarie mp
TuVAlu - hon . Kausea natano mp
ugANDA - hon. Byarugaba alex Bakunda mp
ugANDA - hon. alum Santa ogwang mp
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AppenDiX 3 - speAKer list

BBC: peter Knowles, Controller, BBC Parliament
CAFOD and Climate Coalition: neil thorns, Director, Advocacy
Caribbean Development Bank: dr Justin a. ram, Director, Economics
Center for global Sustainability: prof. nathan hultman, Director of Environmental and Energy Policy
Climate Parliament: nicholas dunlop, Secretary General

uK Parliament, Committee on Climate Change: rt hon. lord deben, Chair

CPA uK Executive Committee: ian liddell-Grainger mp, Chair

uK Parliament, Department for International Development (DfID): rt hon. Justine Greening mp,  
Secretary of State for International Development
uK Parliament, Department for International Development (DfID): rt hon. desmond Swayne td Vr mp,  
Minister of State for International Development

Development Initiatives (DI): martin horwood, Director of Engagement & Impact

uK Parliament, Environmental Audit Select Committee: mary creagh mp, Chair

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD): Josue tanaka, Managing Director, Operational Strategy 
and Planning, Energy Efficiency and Climate Change
Feedback: tristram Stuart, Author and Campaigner; Founder
glOBE International; uK Parliament: Graham Stuart mp, Chair
grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment: michal nachmany, Lead Author of The 
Global Climate Change Legislation Study

uK Parliament, house of lords: rt hon. Baroness d’Souza, Lord Speaker

Institute of Development Studies: Jo howard, Research Fellow, Participation Research Cluster
The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA): Stephanie Weckend, Programme Officer, Knowledge
National Office for Statistics: Glenn everett, Programme Director
Natural Resource governance Institute: dr Jim cust, Director, Research & Data
Network of Regional governments for Sustainable Development (nrg4SD): dr Joana Setzer, External Affairs 
Coordinator
Overseas Development Institute: andrew Scott, Senior Research Fellow, Climate and Environment Programme

uK Parliament, Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology (POST): dr aaron Goater, Energy Adviser

Social, Technological and Environmental Pathways to Sustainability (STEPS Centre), Sussex university, uK: 
dr adrian ely, Deputy Director and Head of Impact and Engagement
SunCulture: Samir ibrahim, Co-Founder & CEO
The Climate group: damian ryan, Director, Strategy, Planning and Reporting Coordination
uK Parliament: rt hon. lord Bourne of aberystwyth, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Climate Change
uK Parliament: dawn Butler mp
uK Parliament: Joanna dodd, Secretary to the Chairman of Ways and Means
uK Parliament: rt hon. Sir alan haselhurst mp
uK Parliament: eleanor laing mp, First Chairman of Ways and Means
uK Parliament: rt hon. lord mcconnell of Glenscorrodale
uK Parliament: lord oxburgh of liverpool KBe
uK Parliament: lord purvis of tweed
uK Parliament: Baroness Scott of needham market

united Nations: dr david nabarro, UN Special Adviser on 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
united Nations Development Programme: Julia Keutgen, Parliamentary Development Specialist
united Nations Environment Programme: robert ondhowe, Programme Manager, Energy and Climate Change
united Nations Environment Programme - World Conservation Monitoring Centre: Sharon Brooks,  
Senior Programme Officer
World Future Council: Stefan Schurig, Member, Executive Board; Director, Climate Energy

CPA uK: andrew tuggey dl, Chief Executive
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AppenDiX 4 - oBserVer list

Accompanying MP: paul Gamusi Wabwire, uganda
Accompanying MP: md. mosta Gausul hoque, Bangladesh
Accompanying MP: Juan luis ordaz méndez, mexico
Accompanying MP: Jatziri pando, mexico
Amnesty International: iain Byrne, uK
Argentina: maria paz Garcia calvo, argentina
Argentine Embassy: eugenia rodriguez, uK
British Council: Jennie King, uK
Climate Action Network-International: emily hickson, uK
Commonwealth Youth and Climate Change Network (CYCN): Jean-paul Brice affana affana, cameroon
Commonwealth Youth and Climate Change Network (CYCN): Joana murta rosa, uK & portugal
Commonwealth Youth and Climate Change Network (CYCN): Stefan Knights, Guyana
Commonwealth Youth Council: angelique pouponneau, Seychelles
Commonwealth Youth Council: parvin nikam, india
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association headquarters (CPA hQ): anna Schuesterl, uK
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association headquarters (CPA hQ): ian mcintosh, uK
Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO): farida Shaikh, uK
globe legislators: rafael aybar, uK
Institute of Development Studies (IDS): Sophie robinson, uK
The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA): marina de Blonay, abu dhabi

united Nations Development Programme (uNDP): Blerim Vela, moldova
united Nations Development Programme (uNDP): igwe uche, uK & nigeria
Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO): dominic Gillan, uK
Youth Network: Syafiqah abdul rahim, uK & malaysia



in line with cpa uK’s commitment to 
environmental sustainability, this workshop will 
be offset via a contracted carbon-offsetting 
organisation. this will include all delegate 
and contributor flights and will utilise recycled 
materials for many of its products.

cArBon oFFsetting

ABoUt cpA UK

cpa uK is one of the largest and most active 
branches in the cpa community, and delivers a 
full programme of international parliamentary 
activities in Westminster and overseas. 
Governed by an executive committee of 
parliamentarians from all main parties, cpa 
uK’s work includes parliamentary diplomacy 
and parliamentary strengthening on behalf of 
the uK parliament and the wider cpa.

its activities include conferences, seminars, 
workshops and interparliamentary exchanges 
on parliamentary practice and procedure, 
policy and issues of international interest and 
concern.

cpA UK

Westminster hall | houses of parliament
london | SW1a 0aa
t: +44 (0) 207 219 5373
f: +44 (0) 207 233 1202
e: cpauk@parliament.uk
w: www.uk-cpa.org
twitter: #SdGparliament

ABoUt cpA hQ

the cpa is the forum which enables 
commonwealth parliamentarians to reach 
beyond their own houses to contribute in 
a global setting to the development of the 
best parliamentary practices and the most 
effective policies. they do this by talking to 
each other – exchanging information, sharing 
experiences and debating policies. the cpa 
is recognized by commonwealth heads of 
Government and intergovernmental agencies 
as an organization which actually does 
strengthen good parliamentary governance 
and contribute tangibly to the development of 
all commonwealth people.

ABoUt UnDp

the united nations development programme 
works in more than 170 countries and 
territories, helping to achieve the eradication of 
poverty, and the reduction of inequalities and 
exclusion. undp helps countries to develop 
policies, leadership skills, partnering abilities, 
institutional capabilities and build resilience in 
order to sustain development results.

ABoUt WestMinster 
FoUnDAtion For DeMocrAcy

Westminster foundation for democracy’s 
goal is to assist the development of inclusive 
democracies by working with overseas 
parliaments, political parties and civil society 
– a role it has played for close to a quarter-
century.  central to Wfd’s vision of assisting 
the emergence of legitimate, representative 
democracies are effective parliaments 
and multi-party politics – the twin pillars 
of responsible governance.  Wfd works 
with countries undergoing a transition to 
democracy by providing expertise in developing 
parliaments, political party structures and civil 
society organisation - the vital institutions of a 
functioning democracy. Empowered lives. 

Resilient nations. 


